
APS NORTHERN BEACHES JULY WALK
Jennifer McLean

It was a beautiful warm winter's day, with the birds calling cheerfully,  for our 
July walk at Ku-ring-gai National Park. Entering the circular walk at the end of 
Chiltern Road Ingleside, we passed under the branches, laden with early 
blossom, of a large Eucalyptus haemastoma. Acacia longifolia in brilliant 
yellow greeted us by the gate. This was the first of many Acacia species we 
saw flowering, which included A ulicifolia, A myrtlifolia and A suaveolens.  A 
terminalis was present but not flowering.

Woolsia pungens, with its tiny pink flowers was snuggled into crevices of the 
rocky outcrop, as was  the woolly Zanthosia pilosa. From here we had a wide 
view of this part of the park extending to McCarrs Creek Road, Terry Hills. 

We were all looking forward to seeing Boronia and we weren't disappointed. A 
few B ledifolia were scattered along the track and we were delighted to see 
them, but later in the walk, they were massed together in large areas of pink in 
various depths of colour. Grevillia sericea and G buxifolia were along the 
track, as was the delicate Pimelia linifolia and Darwinia retorta. We also 
picked out Lomatia silaifolia, not flowering, but the Conospermum longifolium 
was. The Damperia purpurea and Hardenbergia violacea were the only blue 
flowers we saw.

Pultenaea stipularis was already beginning to show some yellow pea flowers, 
but the very prolific stands of P daphnoides on moist ground, although 
covered in buds, won't flower for a few weeks yet.  Here too, was thicket of 
Leptospermum squarrosum, not flowering, and on the margins of the damp, 
Lambertia formosa with a couple of flowers, and a lovely yellow and red bud. 
Banksia spinulosa was prevalent here with B serrata and B ericifolia widely 
spread.
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CALENDAR
APS Northern Beaches meeting Thursday August 
1, 2019 at Stony Range Botanic Garden, Dee Why. 
7.00 pm Plant family. Casuarinaceae - Jan Carnes.
7 . 1 5  p m  P r e s e n t a t i o n :  C o n n y  H a r r i s . 
Eucalypts=Gum trees.Identifying local indigenous 
species.
Supper:  Eleanor & Conny 

APS NSW Get-Together Newcastle Sat  17 & Sun 18 
August, 2019 (See p. 3)

Stony Range Spring Fair Sunday September 8. Set-
up Saturday 7 from 9 am please bring flower samples 
from your garden for the specimen board.

2019 ANPSA ‘Blooming Biodiversity’ Sunday 29 
Sept. to Friday 4 Oct. 2019  Albany, WA.

APS NSW Quarterly Saturday November 16 hosted 
by APS Northern Beaches Group at Warriewood. 

Many thanks this month to Georgine, Richard and 
Russell for the amazing photographs of the Chiltern 
Track flora and Jennifer for the great report. As usual 
we seek contributions of any articles or photographs 
that you think will interest our members. Deadline is 2 
weeks before next meeting. 
Editor march@ozemail.com.au
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Asplenium obtusatum. pic:Richard Hunstead

Chiltern Track.  pic: Georgine
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Grassy, tuffty plants we saw, included Gahnia sieberiana, Lomandra 
longifolia, L glauca (?) and L obliqua, . Xanthhorroea resinosa, Caustis 
flexuosa, Imperata cylindrica and many more were also seen.
 
It was interesting that in such  a small area as we had been walking, there 
were quite distinctive changes in the vegetation, from dry eucalypt forest, 
to damp (perhaps hanging swamp), Xanthhorea dominated heath, 
Ceratopetalum gummiferum forest and Casuarina domination.

Once our walk was completed, a few of us made a quick side trip to the 
Duck Holes fire trail nearby,  to s  we had ee a Dodonaea pinnata that
been told of (by Marita McRae via Russell), and then all thirteen of us 
decamped to the Hills Café for lunch and chatter.

Pics courtesy of:
Georgine Jacoby
Richard Hunstead
Russell Beardmore

Cryptostylis leptochila

Phyllota phylicoides pic: Georgine

Conospermum longifolium pic: Georgine

Acacia ilicifolia.pic: Richard

Boronia ledifolia.pic: Richard

Grevillea sericia.pic: Richard

Hibbertia bracteata. pic: Richard

Calytrix tetragona. pic: Russell

Dampiera stricta. pic: Russell

Hardenbergia violacae. pic: Russell

Dodonaea pinnata. pic: Russell

Some of the hungry walkers pic: Ed.

Leucopogon micriphyllus. pic: Russell



APS NSW GET-TOGETHER IN THE NEWCASTLE 
AREA 17 TO 18 AUGUST 2019

Saturday morning – Hunter Region Botanic Gardens
We'll start at the award-winning Hunter Region Botanic Gardens 
(https://huntergardens.org.au). The Newcastle Group has been involved 
with the Gardens since its creation in 1986. The Gardens covers 133 
hectares of Eucalypt forest on the deep sands of the Tomago sandbeds. 
There are many themed gardens amongst the forest that show our flora, 
both local to the Hunter Valley and the rest of Australia.

The morning features a talk by Dr Stephen Bell on the “Endemic Flora of 
the Hunter Region”, before guided walks around the Gardens.  

Enjoy morning tea and a catered lunch at the Gardens.

Saturday afternoon – Walks in Port Stephens area
We'll head towards the Port Stephens area for walks, guided by our local 
members. These will feature a range of different plant communities and 
the coastal flora as well as some spectacular coastal scenery.

Saturday evening – Dinner at Mayfield
From 6 pm, meet at Wests in Mayfield for dinner (at own expense). There 
is a good range of food choices to cater for a range of tastes.  
https://www.westsnewcastle.com.au/casual-eats/the-bistro

Sunday morning – Two walks: Glenrock Scout Camp and Awabakal 
Reserve
There are two walks, with time to do both.  
1. Visit the Glenrock Scout Camp to see the garden of John Le Messurier, 
the 2018 ABC Gardener of the year.
(https://www.theherald.com.au/story/5824155/glenrock-lagoon-
pioneer-named-australias-best-gardener/)
2. Walk out to the bluff at the Awabakal Nature Reserve, the destination 
for the annual “Awabakal Wildflower Walk”. We will be visiting at the 
spring peak for wildflowers.

Sunday afternoon – Hunter Wetlands Centre
Enjoy a catered lunch at the Hunter Wetlands Centre, the home base for 
APS Newcastle Group (https://wetlands.org.au), followed by guided 
walks around the wetlands and a visit to the Newcastle Group's nursery 
for an opportunity to buy plants from the wide range of native plants 
produced by the “Thursday Mob.

Please register and pay by 2nd August 2019
Registration for the weekend is $40 and includes lunch and morning tea 
on both Saturday and Sunday.

Please fill out and return the attached form with payment (either by bank 
t r a n s f e r  o r  c h e q u e )  
https://aps.wildapricot.org/EmailTracker/LinkTracker.ashx?linkAndReci
pientCode=E1oQ8BISx5NydpGDKALWHQb95x8TVbJB1xYSLi3%2ffA
F57jCyX9GFPONsGCbTYkwnRGs82R1N2DHDCRwU6740riNryKMw
MIRVEZvR7fc6Zb8%3d and email or post with payment.

Accomodation
Newcastle and the surrounds are well served by a variety of hotels and 
motels.  There are a number of motels centrally located in the Mayfield 
area – both along Maitland Road (Pacific Highway and there is also the 
Gateway Inn next to the Saturday evening dinner venue (West at 
Mayfield).
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SATURDAY 16  NOVEMBER –  APS NSW 
QUARTERLY GATHERING

Keep the date free. Northern Beaches Group will be hosting our final 
gathering of the year at Warriewood.

The venue is the Angophora Room at the  Nelson Heather Centre,  5 
Jacksons Rd, Warriewood. 

AUSTRALIAN ANTS PREPARED FOR 'INSECT 
ARMAGEDDON’
www.sciencedaily.com July 16, 2019 La Trobe University

Rhytidoponera ants (stock image). Credit: © peter / Adobe Stock

La Trobe University researchers have uncovered an exception to the 
global phenomenon known as 'Insect Armageddon' in the largest study 
of Australian insect populations conducted to date.

Researchers studied ants in the Simpson Desert for 22 years and found 
that local changes in climate, such as long-term increases in rainfall, 
combined with human efforts to restore ecosystems, may have led to 
increased numbers of species -- rather than the declines which might be 
expected in such unpredictable conditions.

Lead researcher, Associate Professor Heloise Gibb, said annual rainfall 
in the north Australian desert varied from 79 to 570 millimetres.

“While this unpredictability in rainfall is expected in hot climates, this is 
the first time we've been able to understand how insects respond to such 
large inconsistencies in their environment," Associate Professor Gibb 
said. "For many species, this unpredictability -- exacerbated by climate 
change -- would equate to increasingly difficult conditions for their 
survival.

"What we've found, however, in contrast to warnings of a long-term 
decline in insects, is that species that already like it hot may do better 
where it also becomes wetter."

Associate Professor Gibb said researchers discovered a boom in the 
population of aggressive sugar-feeding ants with every rapid increase in 
rainfall.

"Water is the driving factor for this species' survival," Associate Professor 
Gibb said. "These tyrant ants, as we would call them, are able to adjust 
their time of activity so they're active only when above-ground conditions 
are suitable.

"While the average temperature of their environment may be increasing, 
their flexibility in tough environments enables them to survive until the 
next big rainfall."

Researchers found the increase in ant populations reflected the change 
in resources available to them.



"Following rainfall, plants grow, flower and seed, providing honeydew, 
nectar and a food source for other invertebrates that the tyrant ants 
consume," Associate Professor Gibb said.

While ants other than the tyrants -- including furnace ants, mono ants, 
sugar ants and pony ants -- didn't respond as clearly in the study, their 
populations did increase over time.

Half way through the study, the property on which it was conducted was 
purchased by a conservation agency which stopped cattle grazing on the 
premises.

"While it's difficult to explicitly link this management change with ant 
responses, we believe this change was also critical in driving ecosystem 
change that eventually improved conditions for ants, allowing them to 
boom in response to extreme rainfall events," Associate Professor Gibb 
said.

"Active conservation efforts, funded by the public, can have very positive 
effects on biodiversity.

"It's important that future research identifies the best approach and 
locations for these efforts to take place if we want to ensure the continued 
persistence of the vast diversity of life that this planet currently supports.

SAY MY NAME: ON SPEAKING THE INDIGENOUS 
NAMES OF PLANTS
The Plant Hunter June 11, 2019 Georgina Reid

I know many of the plants in the bushland behind my house by their 
botanical names. Eucalyptus punctata, Angophora costata, Scaevola 
ramosissima. If I don’t know what they are, I work it out in my field guide 
book. I know them, I think, because I’ve slotted them into the system of 
knowledge in which I’m most at home, from which I’ve grown. Banda, 
Yarra, Gulgadya, Wargaldarra. These are some of the names the First 
Nations people of the Sydney area gave to the plants behind my house. 
Within these words is a world, a way of seeing vastly different to the one 
I’ve inherited. A way that has grown from the land itself.

It’s only words, they’d say when someone was picking on another in the 
school playground, ignore them. Because, ‘sticks and stones may break 
my bones, but names will never hurt me.’ But, like many seemingly small 
and dangerously familiar things, language is one of the most powerful 
forces in shaping us. Do we see what we don’t have words for? And how 
do words shape what we see? Professor Jakelin Troy is a Ngarigu woman 
from the Snowy Mountains of New South Wales and Director of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Research at The University of Sydney. Jakelin 
wrote an essay for The Guardian a few months ago on the importance of 
knowing the indigenous names of trees. “First Peoples worldwide have 
fundamentally and always understood trees to be community members 
for us – they are not entities that exist in some biological separateness, 
given a Linnaean taxonomy and classed with other non-sentient beings. 
Trees are part of our mob, part of our human world and active members of 
our communities, with lives, loves and feelings”, she wrote. For her, 
naming is not about classification, but acknowledging connection.

The ways in which plants and trees are named in indigenous languages, 
according to Jakelin, relate to how they are used and what they’re doing 
at different times of the year. “In English, we give things very static names 
and then that’s what something is known as, always. But from an 
Aboriginal point of view, trees and plants get different names at different 
times of year.  The historical records for the Sydney area give us a 
snapshot of what something was called at a particular time, and quite 
often the name will be about the kind of thing that it does at that time.” The 
name might speak of when the plant is flowering or fruiting, what animals 
might be drawn to it at certain times of the year, and how it’s appearance 
changes over the seasons. “I don’t see why we should see trees as being 
one-word wonders. They are much more than that,” she tells me as we 
speak on the phone. As we talk, I look at the trunk of a Casuarina glauca 
tree just outside my window and wonder what it’d be called today.

It strikes me that the fluidity Jakelin speaks about when discussing 
indigenous language and words to describe nature may relate to the fact 
that, in general, indigenous languages are an oral tradition. That writing 
things down, whilst useful, can also be restrictive. “The English language 
itself has become more static in the last few hundred years with the 
development of the Oxford English Dictionary”, Jakelin tells me. “Until 
there was an English dictionary there wasn’t the kind of constraints on 
the language that we have now. People now tell you ‘this is right’ or ‘this is 
wrong’. They say you have to call the gum tree by a particular name – its 
popular name or its scientific name – because if you don’t, you’re making 
a mistake. Whereas for Aboriginal people it’s an endless interpretation 
and reinterpretation of country.”

What does it mean to know country, not only from a place of 
classification, objectivity, and science, but also from a place of 
connectedness? Within the “endless interpretation and reinterpretation 
of country”, lies an important awareness: “People are constantly 
conscious of caring for country. Country will care for you if you care for it.  
And that’s absolutely real.  That’s why you would never talk about 
something in simplistic terms, ‘Oh, that’s just a gum tree,’ one name, one 
thing.  I mean, most people if you ask them couldn’t tell you what a gum 
tree is from one day to the next.  You know, when does it flower?  Most 
people wouldn’t have a clue. So, the whole country is now managed by 
people who have no clue about what the country needs or what their 
connection is into country or why they’re even on country.”

‘Can my country hear English?’, asked a senior Yanyuwa woman of John 
J. Bradley, a scholar who has worked with the Yanyuwa people of Cape 
York for many years. Bradley asked her what she thought the answer 
might be to her own question. She decided that no, it can’t. Her country 
can’t hear English. The woman is one of the three remaining speakers of 
her language and is aged 85. I read of this conversation recently in an 
essay by Kim Mahood in Griffith Review 63: Writing the Country and the 
sense of loss contained within it hit me deep in the stomach. The silence. 
The placelessness.

“The importance of speaking to country in the language it can hear is 
fundamental to the continuing existence of country in its Aboriginal 
manifestation…”, writes Mahood. She continues, “… a tradition in which 
the naming and describing of everything that exists in a place is essential 
to keeping that place alive in the consciousness. To sing the country 
approximates bringing it into being in all its richness and complexity and 
the loss of language – in particular the loss of song – causes place, 
known, beloved and meaningful, to revert to featureless, primordial 
space. Language and country can’t be separated.”

But, in many cases, language and country have been separated. English 
is the language used to speak to country, if it’s even spoken to, these 
days. The same language spoken by the people who broke the words 
and worlds of those who first sang this land into being. And so, as a white 
woman, a speaker of English, the terrain of my existence in this place is 
layered, folded and rough under foot. I walk slowly, looking and listening. 
I walk towards words and begin learning some of the indigenous names 
of the plants I grow here in my garden. I am acutely aware that using 
words without a comprehensive understanding of the relationship 
between those words, the language they’re a part of, and the country 
from which they grow has the potential to diminish the complexity and 
nuance of the relationship in the first place. I guess I see it as the 
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TREVOR WILSON PRESENTATION.

“Building Species or Knocking them Down”.
Since Trevor last spoke to our members he has spent some time with the 
Evolutionary Ecology Group at the Herbarium where the “Restore and 
Renew” project which aims to select species for use in regeneration 
projects across the State is carried out.

This has involved Trevor in the study of population genetics and its 
importance to rare and threatened species with small remaining 
populations, such as Pimelia spicata, which only has two known 
populations; one at Shellharbour and the other on the Cumberland Plain 
(Badgerys Creek area). There is also his work on the genetic 
composition of Banksia vincentia which consists of only 14 known 
specimens (in the Vincentia area, of course) and has morphology very 
like Banksia neoanglia (found in the New England area). These species 
are part of the Banksia spinulosa complex which seems to get more and 
more complex the more it is worked on.

But our speaker has not deserted what appears to be his favourite family, 
Lamiaceae. His work on Plectranthus spp. (several new species 
identified in Queensland) indicates that they should be renamed Coleus. 
This brought a gasp of surprise from the members. We shall see. To 
come is work on Ajuga australis and close relatives, a botanically 
neglected group, as Trevor has secured three-year funding for co-
operative work with Australian and Chinese colleagues.

So, there is no let-up for Trevor in the foreseeable future. Which means 
more interesting talks for us.

GOVERNMENT TO PLANT 17,000 TREES 
ACROSS CAPITAL
The Canberra Times June 8, 2019 Finbar O'Mallon

The government is set to plant 17,000 trees over the next four years to 
help restore Canberra's declining canopy cover.

A 2017 report found the bush capital had lost 10 per cent of its urban 
canopy cover between 2009 and 2016. The report's author, RMIT 
associate professor Marco Amati, blamed tree dieback and development 
in Canberra.

But the government is looking to put the bush back in the bush capital, 
with City Services Minister Chris Steel announcing the program at the 
government's Yarralumla Nursery on Friday.

"This is the largest program of tree planting this century to renew and 
enhance our urban forest for generations to come," Mr Steel said. "We 
want to make sure we're putting in place trees to help us adapt to climate 
change." A lack of tree canopy in urban areas created urban "heat 
islands", which Mr Steel said could be 10 degrees hotter than suburbs 
with thicker canopies.

beginning of a conversation, as the first few jigsaw pieces slotted 
together in a big, complicated puzzle.

I’ll start using the indigenous names for the plants around me because, 
as far as I understand, they’re words that reflect the kind of relationship I 
want to cultivate with the land I live upon, and they’re words that respect 
the deep connection the First Nations people of Australia have with the 
country, through language.

A walk down the path from the house to the boatshed:

Hello Wadanggari (Banksia ericifolia), you’re looking very wild today. 
Grow, Waraburra (Hardenbergia violacea), please grow up and cover the 
fence! And you, Daranggara (Livistona australis) I like watching your fans 
rustle as the wind whips up and around your tall trunk. Hey Midjuburi 
(Acmena smithii), nice to see that pink re-growth after the wallaby 
attacked. Banda (Angophora hispida), sorry about the cage but I’m trying 
to keep you safe from hungry mouths. Oh Buruwan (Dendrobium 
speciosum), remember when I bought you from Ted all those years 
back?

“People exploit what they have merely concluded to be of value, but they 
defend what they love,” writes author and farmer Wendell Berry in Life Is 
a Miracle: An Essay Against Modern Superstition (2000), “and to defend 
what we love we need a particularizing language, for we love what we 
particularly know. The abstract, ‘objective,’ impersonal, dispassionate 
language of science can, in fact, help us to know certain things, and to 
know some things with certainty. It can help us, for instance, to know the 
value of species and of species diversity. But it cannot replace, and it 
cannot become, the language of familiarity, reverence, and affection by 
which things of value ultimately are protected.”

Jakelin Troy points to a similar conclusion. She suggests that scientists 
feel they know more about trees and plants because they study and 
classify them. “We, the indigenous peoples of the world, have a deep-
seated understanding of what this foreign science means,” she says. 
“However, we understand it without disconnecting ourselves from the 
plants and trees around us. Let’s speak their names.”

JULY MEETING OF APS NORTHERN BEACHES
David Drage 

PLANT FAMILY FEATURE – EPACRIDACEAE

Harry chose this family which 
we know today as Ericaceae. 
There are around 400 species 
in Australia with many found 
around Sydney and he brought 
in several specimens which are 
found in our area to show the 
bell- or tube-shaped flowers 
that many species in this family 
produce.

Dracophylum secundum  was 
the species Harry presented to 
demonstrate the short, about 
10mm, bell-shaped flowers. 
This species is mostly found on 
damp rock ledges where it 
develops long, pendant stems 
w i th  leaves  and  f l owers 

crowded towards the ends. Other better known, perhaps, species in this 
family are; Epacris longiflora, Woolsia pungens, Styphelia tubiflora and 
Leucopogon ericoides.

Conny mentioned that she had observed Acrostriche serrulata growing 
at her place.
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Trevor, Wendy & Russell after the presentation.



THE WATERWHEEL PLANT IS A CARNIVOROUS, 
UNDERWATER SNAP-TRAP (EDITED)
The Conversation July 19, 2019 Adam Cross,, Curtin University

Billabongs in the northern Kimberley are welcome oases of colour in an 
otherwise brown landscape. This one reflected the clear blue sky, broken 
up by water lilies and a scattering of yellow Nymphoides flowers. A ring of 
trees surrounded it, taking advantage of the permanent water source.

My student and I approached with excitement. We had spent a week 
searching barren habitats, but now on the final day of our expedition we 
were ecstatic about the potential of this watering hole. Between us we 
had been plant-hunting in northern Australia for nearly 20 years and 
knew well that where water seeped over sandstone, carnivorous plants 
often grew.

Clambering along some rocks at the edge of the billabong, I looked down 
by chance into a small rockhole and nearly fell in. Floating between two 
water lily leaves was a short stem of whorled leaves. And at the end of 
each leaf, a tiny snapping trap.

Looking out into the middle of the billabong I saw thousands of plants, 
and even a few tiny white flowers protruding above the surface of the 
water. After a decade of fruitlessly searching the swamps, creeks and 
rivers of the Kimberley for it, I had stumbled across a new population of 
Aldrovanda vesiculosa, the waterwheel plant.

The waterwheel plant must surely be among the most fascinating plants 
in the world. Its genus dates back 50 million years, and although we know 
of many species from the fossil record, A. vesiculosa is the only modern 
species.The waterwheel plant is a submerged aquatic plant, first 
discovered by botanists in 1696 and studied by the likes of Charles 
Darwin, and is the only species to have evolved snap-trap carnivory 
under water. It takes just 100 milliseconds for the snapping leaves to 
close upon small, unsuspecting aquatic invertebrates such as mosquito 
larvae – one of the fastest movements in the plant kingdom.

Although the waterwheel plant also photosynthesises, it needs to eat 
prey to get enough nutrients to grow. And while its traps may be small, up 
to 1cm long, it can efficiently catch tiny insects and even small fish and 
tadpoles.

Mr Worldwide
Uniquely, the waterwheel plant is a global clone, with virtually no genetic 
differentiation between populations on different continents.It has one of 
the largest and most disconnected distributions of any flowering species, 
growing in more than 40 countries across four continents, from sub-
Arctic regions of northern Russia to the southern coast of Australia, and 
from western Africa to the eastern coast of Australia. Yet despite this 
global distribution, the waterwheel plant occupies a very small ecological 
niche, and grows only in the shallow and acidic waters of nutrient-poor 
freshwater swamps.

For the waterwheel plant, a single isolated population in a remote and 
untouched corner of the North Kimberley could represent a crucial 
refuge. It gives a thin sliver of hope that this remarkable species will still 
exist for future generations to marvel at.

Australian National University associate professor and forester Cris Brack with some of the 
17,000 trees to be planted. Picture: Elesa Kurtz

Mr Steel said the government would aim to plant trees in newer areas, 
like Molonglo or Gungahlin, which had low canopy cover.But the program 
would also look at older suburbs, where older trees were reaching the 
end of their life.

The government would also set canopy targets to ensure the suburbs 
were getting adequate cover."We're going to be taking advice from the 
experts about which trees we should be planting," Mr Steel said.

Yarralumla Nursery is helping to grow the trees, which will be a mix of 
native trees and non-native trees which are deciduous but offer wider 
canopy cover.

"The urban canopy refers to the tree cover and green cover in our city 
rather than outside of our city in the bushland," Mr Steel said."We want to 
make sure that we're benefiting from the trees in our streets and making it 
a cooler environment as the climate gets hotter and drier."

Australian National Univeristy associate professor and forester Cris 
Brack said Canberra had expanded and tree canopy cover had shrunk 
and was needed to help mitigate the effects of climate change.

"The trees are like great big air conditioners," Professor Brack 
said."Mitigation for human comfort... if you're rich enough, you can have 
air conditioning units and all sorts of energy intensive ways to make 
yourself comfortable.

"But if ... you can't afford those things then the value of these trees in 
mitigating those things are immense."

Professor Brack said canopyless suburbs could be a whole 20 degrees 
warmer than heavily canopied suburbs."The CSIRO has a nice heat 
island study showing that even within the city, you have localised heat 
island effects," Professor Brack said.

That study showed examples like one street in Tuggeranong on which 
there was a 17-degree difference between shaded and non-shaded 
areas. He said it was important to plant trees that were fit for purpose, 
something which required a mix of native and non-native species. "With 
the exotics you can get deciduous ones, and that can be a real benefit 
when you're talking about solar access in winter," he said.

Professor Brack also said the roots of non-native trees sometimes took 
up less space than native eucalyptus trees, but some native trees had 
broad canopies.

With Canberra's already broad range of trees, different environments 
had been created which may no longer cater for native species.

The government said the tree planting program would begin while it 
prepared an Urban Forest Strategy over the next 12 months, which will 
"set out a pathway to meet canopy targets".
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